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National initiatives for global warming mitigation in the past decade
2005：enforcement of the Kyoto Protocol (February) and cabinet decision about the Kyoto
Protocol Target Achievement Plan (April)
May 2007：’Cool Earth 50’ proposal of a GHG emissions reduction by 50% by 2050
Change of government: shift to DPJ
September 2009: Prime Minister Hatoyama declared the 2020 target to be a 25% emissions
reduction compared to 1990 level
June 2010：the Third Strategic Energy Plan stipulates that the 2030 should be 70% zeroemission technologies (50% nuclear, 20% renewable energies)
Fukushima nuclear accident
April 2012：the Environment Plan set the 2050 target to an 80% greenhouse gas emissions
reduction target
Government back to LDP–Komeito coalition
September 2013：Settlement of the Energy and Environment Technology Innovation Plan
November 2013：Considering the reduction in nuclear power supply, the 2020 target was
revised to be a 3.8% emissions reduction compared to 2005 level as a temporary target
April 2014： Cabinet Decision for the Fourth Strategic Energy Plan
October 2014：ICEF(Innovation for Cool Earth Forum) was held in Tokyo
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The Kyoto Protocol goals（First Commitment Period）were overachieved, but…
Rapid increase of greenhouse gas emissions
１．As a result of shutting down nuclear power plants, greenhouse gas emissions from the power
sector rose by 110 MtCO2eq compared to 2010, which represents about 10% of Japan’s yearly
emissions. On the other hand, emissions from the power sector aside, greenhouse gas emissions
in Japan have fallen from 30 MtCO2 compared to 2010.
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National greenhouse gases emissions

Emissions in 2013 were 13.95 MtCO2 :
+1.6% compared to the previous year, +1.3% compared to 2006 and +10.8% compared to
1990. The reason is mainly the use of coal and high energy consumption in the industry
(rejecting other GHG gas such as HFC in addition to CO2)
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Evolution of CO2 emission per power unit（estimates based on data from 10
power companies, purchased power included）
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Evolution of world energy-related CO2 emissions
China and the United States represent more than 40% of world total GHG emissions.
As for upcoming emissions, the share from emerging countries is expected to grow.
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Current status of energy consumption in Japan



Since oil crisis, GDP increased to 2.5 times, but energy consumption in industrial sector decreased by about
20 %. Energy consumption in private sector largely increased (2.9 times in commercial sector, 2.0 times in
residential sector)
Energy consumption in industrial sector still accounts for 40% of the whole.
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National movement for measures in residential and other sectors
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Status of nuclear power in current basic energy plan
1. An important base-load power source, contributing to stability of
energy supply-demand structure, on the major premise of
ensuring its safety
2. In case that the conformity of nuclear power plants with the new
regulatory requirements are confirmed, the judgment should be
respected and the restart of the nuclear power plants will be
proceeded.
3. Dependency on nuclear power generation will be lowered to the
extent possible. Under this policy, a volume of electricity to be
secured should be examined.
 Development of institutions for decommissioning of reactor
 Maintaining nuclear power under competitive environment
 Cycle back-end problem
 Technology, securing human resources
 Building relations of trust with the public and local authorities
 Contribution to peaceful use of nuclear power and non-proliferation
worldwide
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Nuclear Capacity (104kW)

43 unites + 3 units (now under construction)

In case of 60yr
operation

43 units case
In case of 40yr
operation
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The status of renewable energy in current basic energy plan(1)
Chapter 2. Basic policy regarding measures concerning energy supply and demand
Section 2. Position of each energy source and policy timeframe
1.

Renewable energy

It has various challenges in terms of stable supply and cost at this moment, but it is a promising, multi-characteristic and
important energy source which can contribute to energy security as it can be domestically produced free of GHGs.

Chapter 3. Long-term measures regarding energy supply and demand in a comprehensive
and systematic manner

Section 3. Accelerating the introduction of renewable energy: Toward achieving grid parity over the midto long-term
・The introduction of renewable energy should be accelerated as much as possible for three years since 2013 has been
followed by continuous active promotion.
・ “ Related Ministers’ Cabinet Meeting on renewable energy ” is established and cooperation among related ministries is
promoted.
・The higher levels of introducing renewable energy than the levels which were indicated based on the former Strategic
Energy Plans are pursued and it is taken into account when energy mix is considered.
・Appropriate management of the feed-in-tariff system and deregulation measures such as reducing the period of the
environmental assessment will be promoted. Diligent efforts will be made to develop technologies for cost reduction and
efficiency improvement, conduct development and demonstration projects for large storage batteries and build power
grids.
１．Strengthening measures to accelerate the introduction of wind and geothermal power
[Wind] Acceleration of environmental impact assessment, operation of local transmission and interconnection lines,
development of large storage batteries, technology development to achieve low costs
[Geothermal] Lowering risk of investment, acceleration of environmental impact assessment,
sustainable development
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The status of renewable energy in current basic energy plan(2)
Chapter 3. Long-term measures regarding energy supply and demand in a comprehensive
and systematic manner
Section 3. Accelerating the introduction of renewable energy: Toward achieving grid parity
over the mid-to long-term
2. Promotion of use of renewable energy in distributed energy systems
[Woody biomass etc.] Stable and efficient supply of unused materials promote generation and use of heat
by woody biomass.
[Medium/small hydropower] A registration system has become simpler and easier to apply for river rights,
which expands introduction of medium/small hydropower.
[Solar power] The popularization of photovoltaic generation proceeds in regions such as idle lands, roofs of
schools and factories.
【Renewable heat】 Support will be provided for the introduction of heat supply facilities that use renewable
energy-derived heat.
3. Feed-in-tariff system
・It is important to continue operating the program in a stable and appropriate manner so as to reduce risks
involved in the program.
・The systems for promoting the use of renewable energy sources must be studied on the axis of developing
policy combination which can balance both promotion of maximum use of renewable energy and
mitigating people’s burden.
4. Establishing Fukushima as a center of the renewable energy industry
・Demonstration research project regarding a large floating offshore wind power generation, et.
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FiT for renewable energies (except large-scale hydropower)
 From July 2012 to March 2013, 895.4 万kW were installed and 6 864万kW approved for installation
 Currently, the main issue is to provide detailed information about the planned installation in order to get the
certification

March 2014: installed and planned installation of renewable energies capacities
Forecasted
capacity

Capacity installation（now in operation）
Types of
renewable
energies
Solar PV
（residential）
Solar PV（non-

Before FiT
introduction
Until June 2012

After FiT
introduction

After FiT introduction
July 2012 – March
2013

From April 2013

From July 2012 to
March 2014

4,7 GW

969 MW

1,3 GW

2,68 GW

0,9 GW

704 MW

5,73 MW

63 GW

Wind power

2,6 GW

63 MW

47 MW

10,4 GW

Small & medium
hydro

9,6 GW

2 MW

4 MW

298 MW

Biomass

2,3 GW

30 MW

92 MW

15,6 GW

Geothermy

0,5 GW

1 MW

0 MW

14 MW

1,78GW

7,8 GW

residential）

Total

68,6 MW

20,6 GW

8,9 GW （６１９,７０１件）

（１,１９９,４８２件）
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最新データ（固定価格買取制度 情報公開用ウェブサイト）
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Comparison of the installed capacity level and certification status
in the Basic Energy Plan
 The tables below show the level of installed capacity by renewable source and delivered certification
since the launching of the Basic Energy Plan
 Regarding the projects that did not get the certification or were abandoned , it is mostly likely that they
could not proceed with the installation due to interconnections issues.

Solar
Wind
Geothermy
Hydropower
Biomass
Total

Solar
Wind
Geothermy
Hydropower
Biomass
Total
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Policy positioning for Feed-in-tariff system (FIT)
－Purchase at a price which is higher than a value of electricity
generated and promote investment
－Drastic medicine: High impact on promotion, but high adverse
effects
－Consumers bear the thin burden as levy.
(There are no large opposition forces.)

－Control of the quantity of introduction does not work

－If it is purchased at the equal price irrespective of the type of
renewable energy, it theoretically equals to RPS.
（It is the same relationship between carbon price (equivalent to FIT) and
emission trading scheme (equivalent to RPS).)
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Challenges for promoting a diffusion of renewable energy
・Large-scale introduction and electric power system stabilization
－Maintenance and wide area use of transmission and distribution networks
－Output adjustment by heat and the dam-style hydro power→Securing of capacity
－Purchase after the electric power system reform→ Retail business?, Power
transmission and distribution business?, Whole sale market?
－Utilization of battery and demand response
→ Smart grid
－Output restraint of the naturally fluctuating electric power supply

・ Easing of regulations
－Acceleration of the Environmental Impact Assessment
－Relaxation of the land use limitation
－Standards for facilities and security, disclosure of the electric power system
information

・Adequacy of the nation burden
－Upper limitation of the annual/accumulated introduction quantity of the
naturally fluctuating electric power supply
－Upper limitation of the annual nation burden, etc.

・Promotion of effective diffusion
－Portfolio for renewable energy
－Autonomous diffusion under competitive environment, incentives for
innovation,・・・
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Thank you for your attention.

公益財団法人 地球環境産業技術研究機構
Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth
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